MINUTES OF THE CITY OF SAN BENITO REGULAR CITY COMMISSION MEETING
On June 8, 2021 the City Commission met for a Special City Commission Meeting and Budget Workshop
at the San Benito Community Building, 210 East Heywood Street, San Benito, Texas 78586.
City Commission Members Present: Ricardo Guerra, Mayor; Carol Lynn Sanchez, Mayor Pro Tern; Rene
Garcia, Commissioner, Place 1; Pedro A. Galvan, Commissioner, Place 3; Mark Sossi, City Attorney.
Not present: Rene Villafranco, Commissioner Place 2.
City Administration Personnel Present: Manuel De La Rosa, City Manager; Fred Bell, Assistant City
Manager; Ruth McGinnis, City Secretary.
ITEM 1. WELCOME.
Mayor Ricardo Guerra called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m. confirming a quorum.
ITEM 2. PUBLIC COMMENTS. (Speakers/Remarks limited to three minutes).
Ruth McGinnis, City Secretary, announced no public comments.
ITEM 3. DISCUSSION OF THE 2021 AD VALOREM PROPERTY TAX RATE
City Manager Manuel De La Rosa welcomed all present advising the City holds two to four budget
workshops annually of which three are planned for, if not four which run for about an hour and a half, two
hours max. There is a budget preparation and a budget appropriation ordinance for adoption in September
for the fiscal year, starting October 1st• We are two or three weeks ahead of schedule, usually meeting in
June to give you as much information ahead of time, plus we will present other information or at least
what we have when it comes to capital improvement, capital purchases, the developments, and the
developments that are we are getting. Number one is the ad valorem property tax rate is number one and
we are providing the April 30th preliminary appraisals. The final set of appraisals will come in late July.
Many citizens are protesting their property evaluations as they are going up, both residential and
commercial. The City's current tax rate is around seventy-two cents. When the media hears this, they will
state the City is proposing increase or decrease, we are not proposing anything at this point being it is too
early. The property taxes we are proposing shows a number based on the April 30th date showing roughly
about half a million dollars. We follow the trends annually, in the 2017 legislative session, Senate Bill 2
placed property tax caps, we've been following it, since we are under thirty-thousand, we can collect a
certain amount without being penalized. If not, we have to start either allowing the voters to decide whether
we are going to get what we need, in other words you can bring in too much money, too much revenue
from property taxes. We will review this today and there is not much more on a number three unless you
have any questions for me specifically, your current tax rate is and we are not proposing anything, but if
you want to discuss it or raise what we need. Commissioner Rene Garcia requested clarification on the
General Budget Summary, the total property taxes for years 21 through 22 shows is lower than past
budgeted years and asked if there is a reason for this number to be lower than the last. City Manager
Manuel De La Rosa advised that between 2019 and 2020, it is almost a $400,000 increase. Commissioner
Rene Garcia asked for clarification in the property taxes because last year it was 5.448 and this year 5.2.
City Manager Manuel De La Rosa stated that is based on the April 30th evaluation, we did not project, we
gave you exactly what the property evaluation is on April 30th • In other words if it is still in protests so if
everything stands the way it is today from April 30th and today. Commissioner Rene Garcia asked it is
possible that we may have a lower number that last year. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa responded it
is under protest and until it is certified that is a number that is given to us and that what we entered. Belen
Pena, Finance Director, commented the copy dated April 30th where you see the amount the preliminary
of course, like the city manager said there is a protest going on right now, so the final is usually mailed
around July 20th , right now the what you have are preliminary numbers so we can start working on the
budge, hopefully we will go up. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa commented we suspect it is going to
go up commissioner, but something like that we historically whether it is here or anywhere else we use
the number that we have from the Appraisal District. Commissioner Rene Garcia asked for clarification in
regard to official number, you are saying then in July we get the like more official number that we can work.
City Manager Manuel De La Rosa responded we will get a certify at least to a certain like 90% and the
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reason being there may be a few purchases way into the year and there is always adjustments by the
Appraisal District, but usually we will get a number that it fixed they publish, we publish and that is what
we go by. Commissioner Rene Garcia commented if that is in July. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa
Yes, we will get the certified roles. Commissioner Rene Garcia stated today we've got a number here that
there was just the latest figure and we will work with that and then hopefully it will be higher. There was
just a concern, I thought we had lost something along the lines. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa
responded even at the 2020 Budget Workshop in June was based in April and we will go one by one for
each department and the department directors are here to answer any questions and what will be
important to many of you is that we did not include Capital Purchases in the Capital Improvements.
ITEM 4. BUDGET WORKSHOP NUMBER 1 FOR FISCAL YEAR OCTOBER 1, 2021 TO SEPTEMBER
30, 2022.
C ity Manager Manuel De La Rosa addressed the City Commission providing some handouts and stated
there has been some discussions about increases in salaries. This study was done some years ago before
I came on board, it is something that we utilize as a base, but was never adopted by City Commission.
City Manager Manuel De La Rosa commented on the Water and Sewer, there is a publication, Texas
Town and Country by the Texas Municipal League that did a survey that came out June of this year that
has water rate structures. It has a survey of water rates, and about water rate structures. An article by the
TML staff, it also has waters rates then it has ours. The memo contains the breakdown of what is for
commercial and residential base on populations. This will be important when we move from the general
fund to the enterprise fund. We are currently undergoing water rate study, we are going to make some
decisions how are we going to establish funding for water and sewer operations. The water and sewer
side of the city is a utility, regulated by the Public Utility Commission of Texas, water rates have to be
approve, financial advisers issue your debt based on these water rate studies. Also this is how we collect
the monthly fees, capital improvement fee, and impact fee, terms of the development side. City Manager
Manuel De La Rosa informed the City Commission that we did pass a Budget of $881,000 shortfall in
water and sewer coming out we did that last year, it took effect October 151, we are supposed to do a water
rate study that has been in discussion for about four or five and a half years, so we are going to be able to
resolve that. This is one of reasons that we have some reserves in water and sewer. We are going to
have to address this so for the future and we are going to do this water rate study will be specific for the
City of San Benito, but you are looking at a survey that just came out recently by the Texas Municipality
League on the subject. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa informed the commission on the next item,
Developments that have been ongoing during the month of June of 2021 . Three C Subdivision Phase
One, thirty one residential lots on Oscar Williams right next to the police station out of one hundred and
twenty six lots, Broadway Place Subdivision Phase Two, forty-three new lots, Palma de Lago Subdivision
which is down on the north end of town off of the Old Sam Houston and Palo De Lago there are 28 homes
out of 40 or 43 homes, an old plat four subdivisions and infrastructure never went in, we are currently
working with the owners and then Citadel Subdivision on Stookey Road at Lasby 77 is 179 homes, there
are other developments like Liberty Estates Phase Two in underway Phase Three is already in discussion,
then there are many of two lots being combined in homes placed over two lots, they are buying larger
sized property and either building larger homes or building across property lines and they want more land
around them so this is fairly current and this is all in the last 60 to 90 days. We are very busy, and as
discussed, McDonald's and Sonic are on the plans, are under planned review, other tenants looking at
Resaca Village. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa stated everybody wants to know where the money is
at, we have talks about the old bonds, we talked about San Benito Plaza, and we talked about doing
improvements to the Community Center. When we see the Fund 44, the very first item is IMP,
improvements to Plaza San Benito, then you will see street lights downtown, was supposed to be the
Historic District, which included Sam Houston, Robertson, we put lights around the Plaza, the Memorial
Park Cemetery, the amphitheater park, I think it was the actual amphitheater improvements to Veterans
Memorial Park, Turner Road, swimming pool renovations and Stenger street repairs. Over the years, we
had discussion about how to spend this $1.196 million, almost $1.2 million and I can tell you that you can
never agree over and over, whether it was it was $700,000 on Sam Houston and all that is more that what
we anticipated. We can never agree on anyone, I am hoping that this year we can agree just start using
some of this, and now we had allocated and think I mentioned to you about $200,000 for this building. We
have been investing your funds earning a lot of money repeatedly, and again you have $1.196 million to
use in improvements to this building, the Plaza, the old Library, we just need a plan that we can all agree
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upon. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa commented that the Veterans Board has been working to raise
funds, they currently have $45,000 and they need like $60,000 for a bronze eagle. The Veterans Memorial
Park is in need that you can make those improvements. We can tie some of these loose ends and spend
some of this so we are going to keep bringing this back to you we want and to add it on a list we started in
Capital Improvements List, let me kind of read it off to you: We are working on Lift Stations, we know we
have to address six for the (SSOI) Sanitary Sewer Overflow Initiative, one for the new natatorium, and
performing art center that seven lives stations out of 40 or 42 lift stations, I know it 40 plus, you tell me 42.
We got a relocate the wastewater treatment plan generator at the wastewater plants, water plant water
treatment plant number one upgrades its undersize, one of the basins and some of these were already in
the than nine million that we issued back in October of last year of 2019 so we are working with our
engineering. So this is the capital improvements list, we are going to make it much more formal and then
add projects to it that way you know what the running projects are. We have always had a Capital
Improvement List, but we have been concentrating on lift stations, two water plants, and wastewater plant
and just the water and sewer lines. I think that we all now want to do more. Commissioner Rene Garcia
asked about clarification on fund 44, just to clarify you said the Community Building is part of the Plaza of
San Benito. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa confirmed, stating that at one time they was some
discussion and mainly one of the prior mayors wanted to make improvements to that stage to get in more
useful, we also found the old plants that there was actually supposed to be an addition to the back wall
and we said we will if we are going to do that we move that stage back right so we stop. I understood there
was windows facing this wall and they wanted to restore windows so again we have many discussions
over the years and they stopped, but again the 1.1 is not going to go very far, you need to think about what
we are going with this. Fund 44 is there, sometimes we invest it and we forget about it because we make
these long-term investment CDs and we have made upwards of $400,000 in a year from your investment
from these funds. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan asked regarding the Plaza and Community Building,
several designs went through the renovation of this entire square, do you remember what the cost was.
This building had something interconnecting them maybe and then maybe a splash pad or a theater out
here or gazebo, there were several different designs that I saw online do you remember the cost on that.
City Manager Manuel De La Rosa addresses the question and stated part of the report where when we
first started looking at the museums was it included improvements to this building, not the Narciso Martinez
Building, which is the old former library and we still call it that or Cultural Arts, and the new museum and
improvements to that original site in this was going to be over $4 million and that building was going to be
15,000 square feet, its only 5,000 square feet, we did not get $4 million from the Federal EDA and that
was the application was originally going to be, and then there was a matching, we got $1 million and the
EDC matched it with $800,000. The EDC did issued some more bonds that are some of these which is
part of the overall bonds that this whole San Benito Plaza really goes beyond the museum it was in all the
inclusive so the EDC continues to participate in improvement to the submitting to Plaza or these other
improvements, but again those old records and those applications we found the name we know who
designed them and that is when the museum application when and there was several variations from the
15,000 square feet down to the five to what they could afford there was also older records that said this
whole plaza was going to look like, those did not have any cost projections, I only know what the application
was when they initially submitted it turned down, and resubmitted it. Yes, that was in about September of
2011 and Mayor Pro Tern at that time was Antonio Gonzales and he signed that application to the one I
went to Federal EDA, it's part of the record that I provided early on. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa
stated we added the Community Center because we believe that whatever we do in the Plaza, the
Community Center should be one of the most focal points in that we need to try to get that established and
moving forward as soon as possible, not only so we can put it back for the public, but also it is starting to
degregate, it has roofing issues, we obtained quotes showing costs of $35,000 to $40,000 and it is that
latex spray on that we need it the library three years ago, we got trees that are affecting the foundation,
we have got leaks and parts of the buildings. All of those things are affecting this facility the ground
between the bricks is starting to come out, notice that we replaced the rotting wood, but it is again, you
are just maintaining, you are not improving it. We need to protect the roof, protect the structure by
preparing the roof and if we are going to expand it and now is the time to start doing it. It was always
intended and part of the becoming a destination city, San Benito Plaza even I came on 2016 and in the
summer 2017 would be focal point of the city that we would put a decorative fencing around so we could
have events, festivals in a safe environment with families and kids they would not be running out into the
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roadways we would have access, have music, all in controlled environment and I think that we are still
promoting that unless we get a change of direction becoming part of a destination city. It was not something
that just came naturally, but it was because of the city applications of the Federal EDA, the Cultural
Heritage Museum, and all those were good moves, but they had no long-term strategies to how to sustain
it so administration elected officials that we all formulate the we needed to have an attraction to the city
that the museum would not always be a burden to the taxpayer that it would create enough visitors to
sustain itself. It is not always going to sustain itself as a museum, so which is part of the reason in late
2018 the City Commission authorized the hiring of a lobbyist, we went and sought legislation during 2019
out of the 86th Legislative Session because we always believe that if we could create a hotel convention
center and sport arena that we would become a destination city, and that once we had that formulated,
we would get the proper legislation creating what McAllen and other cities do, an arts district, a cultural
district that when visitors came to stay at this hotel or any of the hotels that we would be able to collect a
fee for a very similar to when you go to a city with a sports team and you pay sports district fee when you
state the hotel when you go to McAllen you are paying a cultural arts district. That fee is in your hotel bill
that supports the arts that can support our museum and we are no longer burdening the taxpayer that out
of the valorem for something that they may or may not really appreciate or come see because they have
always based that you provide amenities to citizens by generating a revenue stream from the outside to
and those visitors pay for those and it creates jobs and it improves quality of life for those that are here.
Ms. Aleida Garcia, she is our new Cultural Arts Director, Luis Contreras here to would present something
to you if you where we are hitting why museum are popular, why cultural arts districts or those types the
arts districts are popular and again it is so we can relieve the local taxpayer of that tax burden. City
Manager Manuel De La Rosa stated that most importantly we added Roadway Improvements and I think
that is going to be continuation and we go through this budget we may want to make increases and maybe
merge that maintenance and the roadways from the 415 to 550 because we added higher $50,000 during
this current year and just $1 million dollars total, but the reason its maintenance, stop signs, street humps,
curbs, gutters, sidewalks, it is got to come from somewhere. When we say streets we really mean public
infrastructure, public right of ways, we are not really taking about just streets so we are talking about curbs,
gutters, the storm analytics, side, everything happened to do from one end of the road to the other across
the street. If you want to start segregating street repairs, sidewalks repairs, we will have to start
subcategorizing and breaking the towns even more. Commissioner Rene Garcia asked if speed bumps
come out of that fund. I have seen streets that have maybe three or four on them we need to concentrate
on the roads, the roads need repairs. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa confirmed that these repairs come
out of the Road Maintenance. He will send Ordinance number 2409-C, the Mayor Pro Tern asked about
the fees we collect, it's in the Ordinance and that is how we allocate some of those funds so basically it is
not even in order for street its ordinance for a catch all and to pick up all the debris that we pick up. It is a
very vaguely written ordinance it is always generated revenue, because you are actually paying for debris
removal and roads and it is very generic and that is what it is. Ordinance number 2409-C, its 2409 from A
to G. We can always make changes and corrections. I am not that advocating that we do this, but we can
certainly dedicate a funding mechanism strictly to roads through a fee assessment the way very similar to
what Harlingen did, but again when you start assessing fees residents cannot write off fees, they can write
off taxes low, but you are charging a fee and at the end of the day they are still public funds. How you
decide to handle that that is public policy and you all need to guide us through that, but if we are going to
focus on roadways then we need that guidance so we can either prepare the right ordinance that it
addresses it, but commissioner street humps goes through traffic board, I have seen street helmets
because there are petition, is really is very difficult that it's warranted and goes before the commission.
Commissioner Rene Garcia commented that he was not aware it was coming from it's a Road Repair
Fund, we need to prioritize the way some of our streets are you do not need a speed hump or anything
like that, we do need to revisit that. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa commented we are going to have
to meet to address 2409C in the Ordinance and again if we are going to do something that is very much
dedicated, I like fees that we collect because if they are dedicated the legislation makes it there and its
accounted only there and it can't be using anywhere else, otherwise it goes anywhere that makes the
budget balance. The sheet that I provided addresses Mayor Guerra's question where is all the money.
There is no title, they are just funds, when we have got them and what they were approved for, special
purposes, a purpose listing in the bond you cannot use them any in any other manner. Fund 44, it says
Turner Road, there was nothing that said exactly what they were looking at on Turner Road, swimming
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pool renovations we did speak with the Bond Council early on when Mayor Sanchez was here and they
said no, renovation means renovation and what you are doing it is a complete overhaul and that is not a
renovation, you have let such this repair that a new pool and that is not what that says. So we took just
technical core samples for we found that there was a void underneath the pool of the base of the pool itself
so we knew that we could never fill it back in, it would crack under pressure so which now we are at
demolish shut down. Commissioner Rene Garcia asked where did the demolish funding come from. City
Manager Manuel De La Rosa responded that we had a funds allocated at one time the National Guard
was going to demolish some homes for us, so it is a demolition funding that came out of the Planning
Department. Mayor Ricardo Guerra asked how far are we in that one and City Manager Manuel De La
Rosa responded that the ground is still saturated, we can't get our equipment on the grounds and we want
to get in and out because we are paying rental on that fence, it is a safety issue for us so one rainy event
after another and the equipment is very heavy, but it's become important to us right now, we are spending
so much time just keeping up with picking up debris. I think with today we started seeing Republic Services
and staff finally get moving, things are starting to dry and we are catching up in some areas, but even just
getting our own heavy equipment around to do the mowing that we needed, we are going to damage our
equipment or get our vehicle stuck. Mayor Ricardo Guerra asked if we are close to budget on the
swimming pool, City Manager Manuel De La Rosa responded I believe so and here is why part of that is
the drainage district did not want to take the concrete unless we broke it smaller because of the rebar, the
new excavators got that tool that actually breaks it so we are removing the rebar and whatever they can
take we can use for riprap and now its usable so it has a value. I think it's the Draining District that we
utilize it. It'll bring our saving down, we had $40,000 in our projected with somewhere between $20 and
$40,000, we knew we were in the range. Stenger Street repairs, I have no idea what this meant, it was a
Texas Department of Transportation roadway, some of the lights there still have Texas Department of
Transportation infrastructure, AEP can't change lights, there is no pole number, they are in the city, there
our lights so technically AEP won't touch them. We were having debates with Texas Department of
Transportation, but we do know that Stenger is ours and if you notice Stenger and McCullough, we made
repairs. We did not go to this bond, we actually changed the balance the heads and put their LED lighting
because they we know their ours but again we are dealing with two large entities and San Benito is stuck
In the mlddle. We Just repair them at our cost. Commissioner Rene Garcia asked who did the work and
City Manager Manuel De La Rosa responded Goode Electric. AEP won't even touch them unless it got
their equipment so they would have to remove it and then they will repair it, and we do have ongoing audit
it is in the Planning GIS, is going to track all the lights, AEP and the city working on provided a listing of all
the streets lights in a map them, we are mapping it through our GIS in house so it will take us awhile to try
to get that accomplished. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa informed on Fund 46, City Hall renovations,
there is not a lot of money $164,000, if I recall that is where the finances is located in the courts, originally
they were only going to spend a couple of hundred thousand, in the end they spend about half a million,
twice the cost estimate so some of these improvements never got around to because they said these are
theirs, we want to approve but with no real true cost estimates or they wait too long and those costs go
up. You do have $164,000 there for any of these areas that we want to address. I know that the majority
of you have call me about the cemetery, we get a lot of vandalism, the police reports report parties, beer
parties, we have burials that we do not know what they are because we find disturbed areas, we know
things have gotten buried, more specifically the older one but they are interconnected, we are interested
in putting up gates, with gate openers that way employees, police can open and close them, we would like
to put up lighting and better cameras that you can't enter or exit without us being able to read your license
plates or something because we have a lot of activity that should not be occurring, we do not go dig up.
Commissioner Rene Garcia commented that during the rainy days, people complained some of the coffins
sunk, there was no dirt that had sunken. That does not happen in other cemeteries why is it happening in
ours. City Manager Manuel De La Rosa stated that that if you go to the old cemetery you will see
depression so we know those areas set in time, we were not monitoring the installation of concrete liners
and now they are composite liner, occasionally we would have funeral homes that have graves dug out,
but we actually have to go look at it to make sure it is in the proper place especially the newer cemeteries
as it has an aerial burial grid. It's a 4 x 9 opening and have to drop the liner in place. In past times, we
had to talk with Mr. Rodriguez, a former of director, he said, hey the funeral home from Brownsville did put
a liner in, we showed up saw coffins going in, they just let it go. Commissioner Rene Garcia asked how
long was this and he was advised was within the last six months, the sinking of the dirt occurred in the
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new section. Parks and Recreation Director Ramon Rodriguez stated we go out there when the
gravediggers dig the site they drop the liner, but the dirt we put on top of the grave, it's not stump, it's just
its' own weight so when it rains, the weight of the water compacts it and you get a depression we go back,
we let up again wait for rain and it is just time. If we compact it has the risk of breaking the liner.
Commissioner Rene Garcia requested to find out what is causing the problem with the depression of the
dirt in the cemetery. Parks and Recreation Ramon Rodriguez stated it does not happen to the older graves
because the ground is settled with all the rain, it takes time, or maybe because there is no grass on there.
Commissioner Rene Garcia requested if it can be looked at Monte Meta or elsewhere and find out what is
happening, are we missing something. I am thinking we might be missing something in the burial or
something in the burial and follow protocol. Parks and Recreation Ramon Rodriguez stated we are
following the industry standards from the liner to the way be open and close it and voids. Mayor Ricardo
Guerra commented that he was also called to view dirt depressions. City Manager Manual De La Rosa
stated, early on we were told that that side was a dumping site for the Drainage and Irrigation District,
when we dig up we come across concrete and there are voids, there was a drainage adrenals channel.
All of that was part of the drainage system because it's got some lines so we look at it so we actually have
to be very careful that we did that we are not pulling that other debris and damaging other burial sites that
are already occupied, there are voids, it is very sensitive and the grave diggers are accountable to the city.
City Manager Manual De La Rosa informed city commission of Fund 47, going back to 2011, $838,000,
we are now compiling all of these figures we are going keep bringing the bring them to you Mayor and
Commissioners to try to get an idea what do you want to do, how do you want to spend it. Some of its fairly
big I mean the one that reads General Fund Textful Escrow. Apparently, it was an escrow that was put
there, it has long been with us, I mean we are talking 20 years, actually we have been sitting on money, it
is just we do not know why we have it, it always been there, we will have it, it is ours so for and that is what
here is the thing the moment you tell us to transfer it over, at the next meeting actually we are going to
propose that there is street sweeper. I think we look at it about 275 to 280, there is 266, we clear that
account and we make that purchase now and it is something that would benefit the community so we have
been looking. We took the commission's message about looking at our fleet of vehicles what equipment
we need, getting rid of what we don't need, the street sweeper has never works so we stop putting money
into it. Garza's furniture's even beg please do not sweep my street, I get more dust, and so people actually
do not like to see us coming, we have talked about it, there is no reason we could not move into General
Fund, we can make a budget amendment, move it in and then go to the expense for capital purchase for
something that would actually benefit the city. Commissioner Rene Garcia commented that he would like
to see is, and I hope everyone agrees is find money's wherever we can to put more money into fixing
streets that is that going be my priority that is as an individual on the commission and I hope it is everybody
else's but you are telling me that we have money kind of scattered and good investment because you said
you what we made almost half a million dollars and one of the investments, so it is time to put that money
to work and I think the community here pretty much everyone agrees the streets are priority we started out
with how many Mayor this past time, 12 streets, so we can start adding streets to go along of course we
can utilize some of this moneys that we have somewhere and of course you know exactly where there are
at so maybe we could start coming up with plan to move this money into the Street Fund. Mayor Ricardo
Guerra stated that we have to get some of the equipment, we need equipment also, so that is where some
of this. I told Manny and Mr. Ramon here that I do not want the different loader and another backhoe
hauling through streets picking up asphalt going about two or three street down the road and dumping into
a paver, I do not want that scene again. Commissioner Rene Garcia asked what do you recommend and
Mayor Ricardo Guerra responded a dump truck that has like a shoot that is dumping the asphalt on the
paver itself. Commissioner Rene Garcia commented as it related to streets, need of it for that purpose,
what I am saying here is that if there is money out there that we had we can utilize for street repair we
need to make that move. City Manager Manual De La Rosa discussed the last part which is part of the
employees that out of this COVID fund so this was before we have taken anything out of the $1.285 million
is where were giving those employees, our employees the $1 ,200 so we did go through we compiled a list
of number of employees it is about forty employees and if we were to pay, we are looking at additional
costs above $210,000 of $53,000. Fred Bell, Assistant City Manager, stated that Human Resources
followed back, today we are looking at the original request of up to $210,000 now we are looking at about
precise numbers of every employee came back requesting those enforcements at $235,000 dollars. Fred
Bell, Assistant City Manager, mentioned that base on what was displayed last time, we are sitting about
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$950,000 to be utilize on equipment. City Manager Manual De La Rosa stated that once you pass that
policy it becomes a liability for us so we are kind of setting those funds aside, earmarking for that, we were
not having to go into our General Fund, those are funds and dedicated to those employees so we did, we
want to make sure that we knew exactly what our exposure was and we spend some time going through
that and we'll earmark it, set it aside so maybe next budget if it is still there, so again that is how it just
builds up and people forget about it. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan asked if there is time frame for the
COVID fund. City Manager Manual De La Rosa clarified that there is no strings attached. Commissioner
Pedro A. Galvan asked about how some towns are doing sort of waivers on like a water bill or waste bill
type of things is that something that is possible because I thought that there was some time limit on the
expenses or the money's. Fred Bell, Assistant City Manager, addressed the question and stated this this
group of moneys is strictly reimbursements based on the salaries of the first responders there are no string
attached to that. They are difference from part of the CARE's relief. This is a reimbursable program that
we would be the culmination of police, fire, emergency management, and as you recall when I presented
it the numbers up to what the original $1.3 million and obviously our salaries surpass that, however were
only eligible for up to that $1.3 reimbursement. Ms. Sanchez was in constant communication with Texas
Department Emergency Management, we finally you know we did get the notification from them that there
is no criteria, no strings that is strictly was reimbursable and that was as I discussed at the last commission
meeting with the intent of since this was not planned or projected revenues, this is an opportunity to
address some of the adequate fleets that we have throughout the entire department so I have been actually
been meeting with every department head and working on the needs that will be bringing back to you
hopefully next month. Mayor Pro Tern Carol Lynn Sanchez asked how much money left over and Fred
Bell stated approximately $950,000 is what is left over. City Manager Manual De La Rosa informed the
City Commission that we are going to pay the current employees and we will take out taxes, they are still
in our system, former employees especially if they left before this current taxation year, they are going to
get 1099 because they have to report, we have to remember you still got to pay taxes in this but once we
close out the employee information, to reactivate the employee in the system with payroll taxes and all
that in TMR is very cumbersome in the accounting system software. Let handle our employees first and in
next cycle we resolve those employees that left and all former employees. Former employees reaching
out to us are about eight of forty so we are going and they were gone last year so we are it's just easier
for us to cut them at 1099 and then just send it. They pay their taxes when they file their income tax so for
accounting purpose we've got to handle that way, it I makes it easy to manage it, okay so in case you hear
some that is how we are doing it. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan requested is there is any way to know
how each of these funds started at and see what has been expense, if it is a lot then that is fine but so that
we are not covering the same tracks or allocating all of the funds and to just one project. City Manager
Manual De La Rosa responded I think we can give you what the bond amount was for what was the
approved contract because some of those are going to be large payments out so we can, just give us a
couple of weeks, we can resolve that it will get it done during the budget process so hopefully for the next
budget we'll we have that breakdown for you, for example Fund 44, there is $1 .2 million now and it was
$8 million or 10 whatever it was will say what it was and were those funds were spent. Commissioner
Pedro A. Galvan stated that we forget where we spend everything on one project and you forgot about the
other eight listed. The good thing is that the swimming pool renovations that one is crossed out right,
because we are retaking care of that, demolition from the operation Lone Star. City Manager Manual De
La Rosa confirmed and if we ever have questions we just call the Bond council Arnold Cantu, he is the
new person that is kind of replacing John Kunkel used to be, he is still there, but he is kind of transitioning
over to a different person within the firm. We have questions and we contact them and ask them if you are
reading this correctly, just to make sure because these bond our counsel these or these bonds are issued
with very strict guidelines and our bonds issuance is tightened by ordinance and we do not deviate from
those if not you are at risk with your creditors so okay, we are very good I've touched upon CIPs, I like to
continue this dialogue on that if you turn to Fund 01. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan asked in regard to
Capital Improvement projects list, is it possible to do a survey between the commissions and just see what
it would be a priority of ranking them from one to five or something of that, or is that the priority the top one
is the Lift Stations. City Manager Manual De La Rosa stated I put the Lift Stations first because we have
an agreement with the state or we are under what is called a sanitary overflow initiative agreement and
we have March 2023 deadline. I put down base on the first three were important in which is the nine million
what we issued, nine million will take us beyond those six because like I said we have another 35 more lift
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stations that we need to address, water plant one is, now that water plant two, I think let me try to make
very clear with TCQ did. In January of 2019, I met with the executive director of TCQ along with our
consultants and we said look we know we have got technical violations with our facilities you know both
water plants and our system and our lift stations with all the rain events the lift stations at the city yard
overflows so then we have got sewage flowing on the ground on the pavement area of the city yard, okay
those are now that is not a that is watercolor its technically a water violation so technical violation, but you
are not compromising health if not certainly employee health they are around this stuff so we prioritize
what is important by what can get us in trouble with the state and then we started working so at the end of
the day, it is important especially when it comes to infrastructure, they are just something we know we got
to work on, but it is not the only thing we can work we can move a lot of projects it's going to be important
when we get to somebody to the San Benito Plaza improvements we want to do that the Community
Center you start challenge where it is because again the roadways again it is an important topic it's just
going to be infrastructure, three firms and a lot of infrastructure related utility projects forward but you still
have bond money and I think that is what you want to concentrate is how do you want to spend these
funds. What concerns me is it is not this or those is the purchase equipment beyond the COVID funds, the
$900,000 beyond the American Rescue Plan which is water and sewer, we are waiting to see what is
going to happen with roadways, what is the Biden Administration along with the federal government going
to agree on and where can we use those. As long as we've got those funds coming in, but let me kind of
give you an analogy where I am going with some of this the I just gave you a water sewer rate structure
you are going to see a water rate study and you may or may not be surprised you have got federal funding
coming, but when I have conversation with my staff is like when you go to the gas pump and you put debit
card, credit card, that pump does not know whether you are yellow, white or brown, doesn't right when
you go to the grocery store and you pay for your groceries it is a consumable, gasoline is a consumable,
you are starting to see those things go up water is consumable. I am concern what our water rate structure
may look like and they may be comparable to the state wide based on population that is not going make
your constituents happy and we recognize that, I am also concerned when we say we are going to start
replacing equipment based on a budget we think we know where the numbers are going to hit and we do
project, but when we present we are physically conservative and I think Mayor, Commissioners you want
that out of management and finance folks to be conservative because there is no surprises right at the end
of the day we have been pleasantly surprised and we have manage our funds well, they put us in good
position, but some of maybe we refinance long-term projects, we make capital short-term purchases, and
try to buy some equipment, I have seen what my Public Works Department is, it is a request list, I thought
it was December, I do not know how you are going to pay for some of these things. I need to evaluate,
Commissioners, my job part of being city manager is to make sure that this balances with this and that
you understand what we are going to need to do. I am going to make those decisions based with my staff,
but you have been very generous to the city, employees, and citizens, but I am concerned how do we pay
for some of the equipment. Sometimes we lease equipment rather than buy, we will have to look and see
exactly because part of the concern and you need to know this were have met with our engineers,
everyone is having difficulty getting laborers and we cannot fill positions. We have to raise the base
somebody asked me what the base was, it was $8.88 recently, I established a $9.50 for seasonal and $10
dollars for start and if you have got a little bit of experience you are up to eleven, we are losing them for a
dollar. It cost more than that, $2,000 a year if we don't just give a dollar and keep them there are certain
folks that we just cannot loose. There are certain employees we are happy to lose. Commissioner Rene
Garcia commented that he sat in the audience last year and someone commented how it would it feel for
somebody in some other department maybe Park or Public Works or something if the people over at water
plant number two or number one got paid more than they did, you know those are things we need to
evaluate. I don't think anybody would dispute that we've heard of Flint Michigan. I am sure everybody's
familiar with that so we do not run into situations like that so it would be good idea to maybe not use this
one, but come up with our own now that you are saying that you've offered this and that and so on. City
Manager Manual De La Rosa stated Ms. Villafranca is working on it already. We just concerned because
we need to present a budget to the makes sense without really creating a big burden on the community,
but we also understand that sometimes these are consumables. These are very strange time the prepandemic, pandemic, and now post pandemic. These budgets are crazy right now plus I grew up there's
no such thing as free money. I believe you are going to pay for it and we are starting to see those
discussions about corporate taxes and you know elected officials, our staff we know somewhere the
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consumer pay for it at the end, we do recognize that we have learned that over time, it is not so we want
to make sure that we do not create an undue burden. The directors they are your directors, I just supervise
their activities. That we are delivering the best and efficient services that we can costly. Having discussions
with staff says hey what would you want, just opens up issue, you know and we get it we want to get them
the information so I said we are going to present it, we are going to give you what they are asking, and
then I am going tell you why I can not have it or we can give you options. We are also going through a
behavior change and some of you have taken tours to some of our faculty, our employees also need to do
a better job at asset management and maintaining their equipment, as if it is you own. When we buy a
$200,000 excavator maybe or $180,000, it is exposed to the elements and if it out there ten years, it is
costing us $20,000 a year and the machines not going to be very good at ten years because it is not under
cover so Fire Captain Mancillas we have had discussions we've got three new fire trucks coming we are
going to have to figure out a plan to get those things undercover protected because those things are very
important to the community. Commissioner Rene Garcia commented I will be honest with you I do not like
to hear stories like that because you know to me there is a lot of more principle and what you do, you are
not employed the city and pride and take care of things that can make a different leads me to think that
maybe it wasn't maintained and like you say a protective of the elements things like that then make a
difference so we can continue that yeah maintain and provide the best service possible. City Manager
Manual De La Rosa stated an example of the American Rescue Plan and this infrastructure plan comes
in place we need road and sewers we just issue did for nine million we are about to get nine million. The
whole idea is every commissioner, I sit and I try to figure out exactly how to get us from A to Z. We had
some conversation of giving the money back the nine million that we had more than consumer use the
feds money because it is our anyway. We issue new debt so I can get building covers and covers over
there for it for a 10 to 15 year period, while the city continues to grow. Commissioner Rene Garcia
commented can we do that, as long as it is something that will be complaint with. City Manager Manual
De La Rosa commented that based on certain conversation that or discussion that we had with you about
CDBG funding and we are going back to answer some of your questions Commissioner Galvan. We, you
know forensically, it is almost a forensic audit, Ms. Pedraza the new CDBG Coordinator she is working
with Monico Flores, she is in finance and we are going back to records, we just went to a 15 year audit we
are going back reading minutes and looking at video to find what happened, who said what so we can go
on the CDBG because one, we want to make sure we never get audited and two we want to build that
history to show you how we got from here to here, we want to explain it to you, so we are going to follow
the money and follow the tracks because it is there. We are also looking at how do we spend those funds.
We can tell you what Art Garza did, he leveraged CDBG funds because we threw the into a pot of money
so we could quality for the $392,000 from the state and four hundred and something from Valley Baptist
Foundation, okay, we use Valley Baptist and CDBG funds to leverage to the State Parks and Wildlife which
is how we kind of got in the mess, we started merging funds, its comingled, we knew it was always
segregated and we know what funding and what fund year is belonged in, now we are going back and
dissecting it so we can give you a blueprint, here is the blueprint how we got here, but that is how we
maximize, it is our intent that we are going to continue to maximize the CDBG fund that we get from parks
and with other grants because that is how the grants works with the state, but we just need to do a better
job at tracking those for you, from changes of personnel to personnel, each person slightly different and
the record keeping is not always the best. I mean they are thrown into a folder and not outline, we need to
do a better job at that so we're doing that forensically for you. We do leverage we leverage as much as we
can, but not until we see what the rules are, I do not know what the future is going look like, I just know
that we are going lose some fire trucks, they are not going be out and exposed, yes we do have new
equipment coming and we always have equipment that is outdoors it is not good for fire, police vehicles
or public works big equipment to just be exposed, so we are going to proposed a plan and how to manage
our inventory better and have it last longer, we are getting tough on maintenance, the John Deere eight
hours and then you got to grease that thing up right eight operating hours, right I mean you have to
understand what you are sitting in out there somebody runs it for 16 hours there is reprimands coming,
you are going to burn that equipment up, right, we take it serious there is a reason that we deal with
personnel matters and stuff like that because the directors know what the equipment cost and employees
just go, it does not work that way anymore, take care of your equipment document the hours, do they
preventive maintenance, and let's protect our equipment. We are harping on that we've lost way too many
inventory over carelessness over decades. Commissioner Rene Garcia mentioned looking at the planning
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and development summary the proposed budget show a rather high increase from last year of $5,650 to
$48,200 and then you just handed us this which I see just in the first six developments there is 231 lots,
does this increase in planning and development have to do with this or what. Bernard Rodriguez, Director
of Planning Development, addresses City Commission, based on the development you have here, the
subdivision this is the work that is coming in now our subs our budgeted pretty much mirrors what we are
doing last year as far as the development, we did put in some moneys for in case we get with the Operating
Crack Down that is tearing down building and building back up but under the budget is pretty much
standard as we speak. Commissioner Rene Garcia asked it is $48,200 compared to last year $5,650, I am
trying to finding out, these anticipated developments has to do with the increase. Bernard Rodriguez,
Director of Planning Development, responded that not really, but he did see the increase in positions.
Commissioner Rene Garcia asked if they are you going to be adequate staffed for this development, are
you going to be prepared for this because if you are telling me you are expect just in the first six there is
231 lots and they have other developments down here that maybe business, commercial, residential and
so on and this is just your list, but if you are telling me that we are going somewhere now with development
then I anticipated we are probably going to need now bumped it up. City Manager Manual De La Rosa
responded we left his budget pretty much in line we bumped into professional services, the professional
services are not just utilized they are actually paid out planning, but they actually work with the public
works. Commissioner Rene Garcia asked where was it coming from before, it is just to me somebody
$48,200 compared to $5,650. City Manager Manual De La Rosa stated that for a year and a half, almost
two years we had an on-site staff engineer and we lost his services about a year ago so we've been having
to contract services out, he was handling everything from wind storms, he was a PE on staff.
Commissioner Rene Garcia commented so this is more like contract services for engineering, so you did
not answer this, I wanted to hear that is been getting prepared for this because you know and that is one
thing, if we anticipating growth that we have not seen in a while and I want to say in decades then we need
to be adequately prepared for such, I believe that planning has a lot to do with it Code Enforcement has a
lot to do with it, we do not want to hear delays out there because we are not actively staff and of course
we want to expedite services, okay we do not want them leaving anywhere, we want them, if they have
not tend to be here then we definitely want to be ready for them. Bernard Rodriguez, Director of Planning
Development, did confirm that in regards to the engineering cost and the development piece that was a
call for the increase. City Manager Manual De La Rosa stated I am going to let Ms. Villafranca discuss the
position that we have. Yolanda Villafranca, Human Resource Director, informed City Commission that we
currently have two city planner vacancies in the Planning and Zoning Department, we also have a vacancy
for stormwater and animal control, we have the engineering vacancy along with the three water plant
operators and those are funded out of utilities so the engineer was doing both jobs helping water and
utilities and helping planning zoning so we do need to get those city planner position filled. We do
understand the need in the department and stormwater position could also be considered and do a dual
role. Commissioner Rene Garcia commented that it is going to be in demand because like I said the
numbers here if we are on track then we are going to be in demand. Yolanda Villafranca, Human Resource
Director, mention having conversation with director. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan asked if you think
that vacancies are due to a lack of experience out there or better job opportunities as far as pay so we are
looking at a better compensation, I guess as far as city employees versus corporate jobs that are out there
starting almost $15 an hour and then when you go into like AEP and things like that they are much higher
at $20 range. Do you think that will be able to compete at something like that, you know if Texas was to or
the states were to push for a $15 minimum wage are we prepared to take on a expense like that because
I am looking at this, is this corrected, negative one million for proposed so are we able to take on an
expense like that because I know the auditor said raises are perpetual, but school districts upped their
minimum salaries, it is the city prepared to do that, you know, do you think that is going be feasible. City
Manager Manual De La Rosa responded that part of the issues that is we do anticipate growth but
anticipate and actually seeing it is one of the concerns that we have about overstaffing, two is we have not
been able to fill these positions because quite a literally until we raise the capitals we are bringing people
right below those especially with planners, we are hiring people with degrees we've got folks with two
degrees in finance making $30,000 so there are certain degrees that we can find that are out there so they
are intelligent they can read, we've got water and sewer, Adan you have got one person water sewers
with a degree but absolutely does not want supervisory or any type of position. We have got those kinds
of employees working for us and which is okay because they are smart but they want to stay in those
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areas. Also when it comes to planner we can get them right out of school, very little experience, but they
are just that they are inexperienced, so to get the more experience that means that our whole hierarchy,
you've pay within that department when it comes to planners and directors its low already so we cannot
fill them. So it is kind of things so we are looking for those that we can train and part of that commission
which is one of the reasons I spend any couple of hours a week is to help Mr. Rodriguez train our planning
techs to give him that exposure. Most of our staff does not have exposure outside of this the region so
we're growing them and what happens is we get a water operator we get him well trained and then we
bump him, we went two dollars and two dollars two years in a row because we have vendors trying to take
him away, and then if you do not pay we're going to lose them, and we're in a position that we can't afford
to lose certain talents. Commissioner Rene Garcia commented that when it comes to water and it is not
to overstaff, it is just to me it is the thought at this time that there is anticipated growth like this and I think
Rebecca will agree, I see you are sitting over there EDC. We do not want to hear, I cannot get through
planning or we cannot get through the code unfortunately you know things like that not only delay but they
also give us a bad image and especially developers are out there, we want to be able to system and
expedite the process so we can get them in place. City Manager Manual De La Rosa responded that we
are working long days including weekends to keep up with it. I don't know if it's just a cycle or if it is going
to continue until we really see what the post pandemics is going to do for us. We are just kind of holding
on and so I do commend Mr. Rodriguez for trying to maintain the budget, we just knew we were doing
more professional services which is really kind of outside of this area, we plug it in because we know we're
seeing that. I sent you an email today when it came to a person wanting to build a pool, that will require
legal services and not engineer, but professional services again and that's nothing to do with legal issues
other than if we are going to propose something enter into an encroachment agreement, do some type of
agreement that you are not compliant you have a non-conforming property it is those instruments that are
costly, I got to plug it somewhere I'm actually going to plug in that legal fee for and we plan to. Here is the
thing there is differences about helping a mom and pop development, somebody bought a property and
then did not know what they bought, right, did not get title commitment, then getting somebody like these
plats you know 30 an number of acres, it doesn't have to be a lot of acres, we've got some that are just a
couple of duplexes, you build duplexes everywhere on the county, you are a developer, right this isn't your
home no you dump site, so those we need to start thinking as we developing goes that we change the way
we do business. Commissioner Rene Garcia commented they are business, it is not their homestead they
are going to live there, they are going to make money off of that, but is when we end up of course holding
the bag when they sell the property and it comes back years down the road that is not in compliance and
it is because of that and they are having all these issues and problems and who ends up having to pay for
it, we do. I understand mom and pops, it is your property pretty much you know, you can do whatever you
want and we can help you, but when it comes to developers, no, they are going to put money back in their
pockets. City Manager Manual De La Rosa stated that you get a gas company that has a truck stop and
they are hiring the big engineering firms and we have got certified building inspectors, certified plumbing
inspectors, we have licenses, but they do not want to hear from us they want is your engineer telling you,
so are having to hire consulting engineers, we are having to use staff that understands transportation
codes, and we take these things on we are very good about making sure that we address and we do not
just tell you we cite the law the references it. We will tell you exactly where, why it is not compliant so we
have improved, but I do not think you are hearing this is what is what is important about this list. In our
overall budget, we are managing a good budget, I am physical conservative because I want to make sure
we deliver and that we have the right folk in the right places and we do not fall behind. At that point
commissioners, if it's mid-year let me go hey we have to do a mid-year amendment it's because we are
going to need to do it. I'm never going to not come to you when we need to make that kind of budget
amendment, if we need to staff up, if we need to outsource, it okay, so the idea is it's a conservative budget
even though we are about a million of the whole so far but again we believe quite honestly we're going to
do the other half million and then we're going to buy the fleet of trucks. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan
asked about the $1.5 million deficit is that including employees accounted for we are working with 175 out
of 200. City Manager Manual De La Rosa stated yes staffing levels all the same. Commissioner Pedro A.
Galvan inquired about the deficit does it put us in a difficult spot when you are looking at cutting or at the
different departments. City Manager Manual De La Rosa stated I do not think so here is the thing when
you start getting into crunch you start in delivery of services always those that the most need right police
and fire. What are those you know the ones that you going to determine are not essential such as public
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amenities that you need to come back on and usually you start reducing. In tradition that usually comes
out down to libraries considered to be the ones at higher risks, we are not that there yet and again this
budget is very early on. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan commented that the revenue line item is a million
dollars less than less than last year, I cannot really find where there is a million less is. City Manager
Manual De La Rosa responded we projected the same in sales tax, we did a slight increase, we had quite
a bit in insurance and in interest. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan commented that is only like what a
quarter million. Belen Pena, Finance Director, responded it was in interest that was about three to four
hundred thousand, also Los Indios Bridge went down. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan asked about other
financing sources that went from $964 to $777. Belen Pena, Finance Director, responded that $887,000
was from last year it was the unassigned funds to cover the one million we budget for the streets.
Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan commented that it was the transfer from unassigned funds from last year
to increase the street improvement funds, but this year to increase the street improvement fund the street
improvement fund is almost similar, Belen Pena confirmed it, but till the end we will know, when we have
the final of the taxes, yeah we will now how much we'll need from the an assigned funds. City Manager
Manual De La Rosa stated and we may need to transfer, but those funds and historically we've done well
in our revenue sources, but we are concerned about any interest pays for concern about Los Indios. We
still continue the sale tax, we also believe that as we start adding more homes, Liberty Estates is having
more homes, they'll hit the January 151 of the next year so we are going to see those increases, again its
very conservative forecast right now. Second workshop will be in July and you are going to see it more
serious, better property values and most likely we'll have more homes out. Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan
commented that we need to find more revenue opportunities so we can have a little bit more room for our
employees. City Manager Manual De La Rosa informed the commissioners about jobs in the list, we put
in full time at the fire station, one in police, making the full time to two part times, so there is one half part
time there. I cannot think of us adding one anywhere else. Adan operators, we need one supervisor, and
then you got two, so there is one supervisors and two, total of three people they were adding the water
operations. When we started Julio Gonzalez was the lead operator a the conventional plant, we want to
make sure that we were transferring some folks that wanted to transfer from conventional to the filter
membrane plant, but we will have two set of operations, one supervisor for each and six employees to
follow different treatment to maintain record maintenance. Water and Sewer is as important as police and
fire, it is critical operations. Police additions are important since we will continue growing and do not want
to factor them at the end. If you can reach out to elected official, we need the workers. Thank you for your
time.
ITEM 5. ADJOURNMENT.
Mayor Ricardo Guerra requested a motion. Commissioner Rene Garcia moved to approve. Mayor Pro
Tem Carol Lynn Sanchez seconded the motion. Voting Aye: Mayor Ricardo Guerra, Mayor Pro Tem Carol
Lynn Sanchez, Commissioner Rene Garcia, and Commissioner Pedro A. Galvan. Motion carried to
ADJOURN AT 7:05 P.M.
CITY OF SAN BENITO

ATTEST:

HONORABLE RICARDO GUERRA
MAYOR

RUTH MCGINNIS
CITY SECRETARY
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